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RF exposure evaluation 

According to § 15.247(i), § 1.1307(b)(3)(i)(A) and KDB447498, systems operating under the 
provisions of this section shall be operated in a manner that ensures that the public is not 
exposed to radio frequency energy level in excess of the commission’s guidance. 

Blanket 1 mW Blanket Exemption 
The 1 mW Blanket Exemption of §1.1307(b)(3)(i)(A) applies for single fixed, mobile, and portable RF 
sources with available maximum time-averaged power of no more than 1 mW, regardless of separation 
distance.  
The 1-mW blanket exemption applies at separation distances less than 0.5 cm, including where there is 
no separation. This exemption shall not be used in conjunction with other exemption criteria other than 
those for multiple RF sources in paragraph §1.1307(b)(3)(ii)(A).  
The 1-mW exemption is independent of service type and covers the full range of 100 kHz to 100 GHz, but 
it shall not be used in conjunction with other exemption criteria or in devices with higher-power 
transmitters operating in the same time-averaging period. Exposure from such higher-power transmitters 
would invalidate the underlying assumption that exposure from the lower-power transmitter is the only 
contributor to SAR in the relevant volume of tissue. 

1-mW Test Exemption
Per §1.1307(b)(3)(i)(A), a single RF source is exempt RF device (from the requirement to show data 
demonstrating compliance to RF exposure limits, as previously mentioned) if the available maximum 
time-averaged power is no more than 1 mW, regardless of separation distance.
This exemption applies to all operating configurations and exposure conditions, for the frequency range 
100 kHz to 100 GHz, regardless of fixed, mobile, or portable device exposure conditions. This is a 
standalone exemption, and it cannot be applied in conjunction with any other test exemption.

Antenna Gain (dBi) : -0.58dBi 
Transmit Power Max(dBm) EIRP Power (mW ) Limits (mW ) 

-0.67 0.86 1 

Conclusion:  
The maximum power is less than 1 mW, which meets the standard exemption requirements. 


